Interested in a career in the energy field? Curious about developing a global perspective? Want to network with professionals while discussing real-world issues? Join MIT-Denmark and MIT-India for MISTI CAREER CONVERSATIONS: ENERGY this fall!

Talk with leaders in the energy industry such as Ørsted, Shell India, and Tata Power as well as start-ups including alumni-led Sterilite Energy, and more! (Please note: companies may change.)

- Weekly, conversation-based virtual sessions with professionals in the field, from Danish and Indian companies
• A cohort of fellow MIT students with shared interests
• Insight and intercultural perspectives about the energy sector in a global context
• Professional development resources to improve your networking skills
• Connections to relevant energy offices, student organizations and centers at MIT

This opportunity is perfect for dedicated, passionate students who are excited by the prospect of an international career in the energy sector. The series will run from September 23 - November 18.

**APPLY TODAY!** Both undergraduate and graduate students of all levels and majors welcome. Limited spots available. Applications due by September 7.

Questions? Email misti-convos@mit.edu.